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Abstract

Despite the recent emergence of container orchestrators and
software defined networks, operators still face daunting chal-
lenges managing their distributed systems. In this paper we
present Stitch, a new language that specifies distributed system
policy directly, and Quilt, a system that automatically deploys
Stitch specifications on whatever infrastructure is available.
By disentangling application policy from application infras-
tructure, Quilt supports portable distributed applications and
automatically enforces strict network isolation.

1 Introduction

In recent years it has become easier to deploy distributed sys-
tems. Script-friendly cloud APIs [1, 50, 35, 20] and container
orchestrators [25, 33, 12, 52, 46, 7] allow administrators to
manage compute resources, and next generation network
virtualization systems [28, 29, 54, 6, 9, 55, 47] provides
unprecedented flexibility to connect them.

Unfortunately, compute and network management systems
are built around distinct, almost orthogonal abstractions. As a
result the desired state of the system, formally the application
policy, is scattered in at least three places: the compute API,
the network API, and the deployment script that interfaces
with them. This leads to two major problems:

First, because there is no explicit statement about internal
application dependencies (that is, which node-pairs need to
communicate in order for the application to function), most
scripts allow for a flat network architecture in which appli-
cation nodes have unfettered access to each other. This is an
obvious security problem, but limiting access in a systematic
manner increases deployment script complexity tremendously.

Second, installation scripts are tied to their target compute
and network APIs, which makes moving to an alternate cloud
provider or resource management interface difficult. For
example, it is far from trivial to migrate an Amazon EC2
deployment script to Microsoft Azure – system portability
is unnecessarily restricted by today’s installation practices.

Thus, even though we have made great progress at taming
low-level administration for compute and networks, we have
much to do before the installation of actual running systems

1 (import "haproxy")
2 (import "memcached")
3 (import "mysql")
4 (import "spark")
5 (import "wordpress")
6 (import "zookeeper")
7

8 (let ((db (mysql.New "db" 2))
9 (memcd (memcached.New "memcd" 3))

10 (wp (wordpress.New "wp" 8 db memcd))
11 (hap (haproxy.New "hap" 2 wp))
12 (zk (zookeeper.New "zk" 3))
13 (spark (spark.New "spark" 2 4 zk)))
14 (connect 7077 (hmapValues spark)
15 (hmapValues db))
16 (connect 80 "public" hap))

Figure 1: Stitch specification for a complex multi-tier
WordPress deployment motivated in detail in §2.

is a solved problem. In this paper, we address this challenge
with Quilt, an automated deployment system that implements
a new policy language: Stitch. Stitch, specifies application ar-
chitecture directly, independent of the infrastructure on which
it will eventually operate. Stitch specifications comprise both
compute and network under a unified abstraction that’s simple
and expressive. Stitch also allows the operator to express
the available physical infrastructure (how many servers and
their characteristics); while Stitch’s application specifications
will remain invariant from deployment to deployment, the
infrastructural ones may be tailored to each specific context.

Stitch is inspired by Scheme and thus inherits the tools
and abstractions of a functional programming language.
Unlike traditional deployment scripts that simply make API
calls, Stitch produces declarative specifications of the desired
application and the available physical infrastructure.

The specification shown in Figure 1 demonstrates this
expressive power. A complex WordPress [3] deployment
– including load balancing provided by HAProxy [22],
a replicated MySQL database [39], Memcached [17],
Spark [56], and ZooKeeper [26] – can be constructed with
simple function calls (see §2 for details). Operators wishing
to write such a specification need not understand the messy
details of each component’s internals, just the proper use
of the API offered by their Stitch specification. Stitch’s
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will remain invariant from deployment to deployment, the
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Stitch is inspired by Scheme and thus inherits the tools
and abstractions of a functional programming language.
Unlike traditional deployment scripts that simply make API
calls, Stitch produces declarative specifications of the desired
application and the available physical infrastructure.

The specification shown in Figure 1 demonstrates this
expressive power. A complex WordPress [3] deployment
– including load balancing provided by HAProxy [22],
a replicated MySQL database [39], Memcached [17],
Spark [56], and ZooKeeper [26] – can be constructed with
simple function calls (see §2 for details). Operators wishing
to write such a specification need not understand the messy
details of each component’s internals, just the proper use
of the API offered by their Stitch specification. Stitch’s

1 (define (New name n db memcd)
2 (let ((dk (makeList n (docker image)))
3 (labelNames (strings.Range name n))
4 (wp (map label labelNames dk)))
5 (configure wp db memcd)
6 (connect 3306 wp (hmapGet db "master"))
7 (connect 3306 wp (hmapGet db "slave"))
8 (connect 11211 wp memcd)
9 wp))

Figure 3: Stitch specification of the WordPress tier imported
in line 5 of Figure 1.

WordPress requires a MySQL database to operate and,
optionally, Memcached for acceleration. Thus, its New
function accepts references to MySQL and Memcached
as arguments so that it may set up appropriate network
connections. Similarly, HAProxy takes as an argument the
backend systems it load balances over. In this case, as seen
in line 11, this is just the WordPress tier.

Finally, after creating the serving infrastructure, the speci-
fication instantiates a Spark cluster with two masters and four
workers in line 13. Spark “multi-master mode” depends on
ZooKeeper to perform leader election. The ZooKeeper tier is
therefore instantiated in line 12 and passed to spark.New
as an argument in line 13. Lines 14-15 allow all Spark master
and worker nodes (whose labels are values in the spark
hash table) to connect to the MySQL master and slave nodes,
allowing spark to query data held in the database. Finally, line
16 allows connections to HAProxy from the public internet on
port 80, opening up our example application to client requests.

WordPress For the sake of brevity, we do not describe all
specifications imported in Figure 1, but choose to focus on
the WordPress specification imported in line 5. We choose
this specification because its two dependencies make it the
most complex specification imported in Figure 1.

The code in Figure 3 does not directly generate a
WordPress deployment, but instead exports a function,
wordpress.New, that when called generates a WordPress
deployment and returns the labels of its constituent containers.
This architecture, while not mandated by Stitch, makes it
simple to instantiate multiple independent WordPress tiers
as demonstrated in §2.3.

The New function takes several arguments (line 16). First,
the name argument holds an arbitrary string that names
the tier. This is followed by n the number of WordPress
instances to declare, db a hash table containing the labels of
the MySQL “master” and “slave” nodes, and finally memcd
a Memcached cluster. Memcached is optional so the supplied
list may be empty, in which case the specification adjusts
appropriately.

1 (define cfg
2 (list (provider "Amazon") (region "us-west-1")
3 (ram 32 64) (cpu 4 8) (sshkey "elided")))
4

5 (makeList 3 (machine (role "Master") cfg))
6 (makeList 32 (machine (role "Worker") cfg))

Figure 4: Stitch code that deploys the specification found in
Figure 1 on Amazon EC2’s Northern California region.

Line 17 declares the actual WordPress containers by invok-
ing the docker builtin function. This function boots a con-
tainer running the specified Docker image. In this case, the im-
age name is stored in the image variable defined in line 3.

As mentioned briefly above, Stitch models the network
in terms of labels (see §4), which are used to specify
connections between containers. In line 18, a series of n
strings (numbers 1-n appended to name) are generated and
stored in the labelNames variable. Line 19 then uses the
builtin map function to apply one of these labels to each
container created in line 17.

Line 20 calls the configure function to configure the
WordPress containers defined in line 17. The configure func-
tion, defined in lines 9-14 populates environment variables
with the label names of the MySQL master, MySQL slaves,
and Memcached dependencies. The WordPress containers
use these environment variables to discover the hostnames
of their dependencies. Hostnames are derived directly from
the dependency label names using the labelHost builtin
function called in line 6.

Once the WordPress containers are created, the calls to
the connect function in lines 21-23 permit the containers
to communicate with their dependencies. The connect
function is the main building block of the Quilt communica-
tion graph. It allows the set of labels specified in the second
argument to initiate UDP or TCP connections to the set of
labels specified in the third argument on the port (or port
range) specified in the first argument. For example, line 23
allows the WordPress containers to initiate connections to the
Memcached containers on the port 11211 – Memcached’s
default port.

Finally, in line 24, the New function evaluates to (i.e.
returns) the set of WordPress labels it created. This allows
callers of wordpress.New to connect those labels to the
wider system they’re creating.

2.2 Instantiation

To this point, we have described the application architecture
abstractly, without reference to the specifics of the infras-
tructure it will run on. To deploy the application, Quilt needs
details about the servers that run the application – specifically
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Second, installation scripts are tied to their target compute
and network APIs, which makes moving to an alternate cloud
provider or resource management interface difficult. For
example, it is far from trivial to migrate an Amazon EC2
deployment script to Microsoft Azure – system portability
is unnecessarily restricted by today’s installation practices.

Thus, even though we have made great progress at taming
low-level administration for compute and networks, we have
much to do before the installation of actual running systems

1 (import "haproxy")
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3 (import "mysql")
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7
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Figure 1: Stitch specification for a complex multi-tier
WordPress deployment motivated in detail in §2.

is a solved problem. In this paper, we address this challenge
with Quilt, an automated deployment system that implements
a new policy language: Stitch. Stitch, specifies application ar-
chitecture directly, independent of the infrastructure on which
it will eventually operate. Stitch specifications comprise both
compute and network under a unified abstraction that’s simple
and expressive. Stitch also allows the operator to express
the available physical infrastructure (how many servers and
their characteristics); while Stitch’s application specifications
will remain invariant from deployment to deployment, the
infrastructural ones may be tailored to each specific context.

Stitch is inspired by Scheme and thus inherits the tools
and abstractions of a functional programming language.
Unlike traditional deployment scripts that simply make API
calls, Stitch produces declarative specifications of the desired
application and the available physical infrastructure.

The specification shown in Figure 1 demonstrates this
expressive power. A complex WordPress [3] deployment
– including load balancing provided by HAProxy [22],
a replicated MySQL database [39], Memcached [17],
Spark [56], and ZooKeeper [26] – can be constructed with
simple function calls (see §2 for details). Operators wishing
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wp-5: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress

memcd-2: quay.io/netsys/di-memcached memcd-1: quay.io/netsys/di-memcacheddb-dbs-3: quay.io/netsys/di-wp-mysqldb-dbs-2: quay.io/netsys/di-wp-mysql

db-dbm-1: quay.io/netsys/di-wp-mysql

memcd-0: quay.io/netsys/di-memcached

spark-wk-0: quay.io/netsys/spark

spark-wk-2: quay.io/netsys/spark

spark-ms-0: quay.io/netsys/spark

spark-ms-1: quay.io/netsys/spark

spark-wk-3: quay.io/netsys/spark

spark-wk-1: quay.io/netsys/spark

zk-2: quay.io/netsys/zookeeper

zk-1: quay.io/netsys/zookeeper

zk-0: quay.io/netsys/zookeeper

wp-0: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress wp-3: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpresswp-7: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress

hap-0: quay.io/netsys/di-wp-haproxy

wp-6: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress wp-4: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress wp-2: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpresswp-1: quay.io/netsys/di-wordpress

hap-1: quay.io/netsys/di-wp-haproxy
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their characteristics); while Stitch’s application specifications
will remain invariant from deployment to deployment, the
infrastructural ones may be tailored to each specific context.

Stitch is inspired by Scheme and thus inherits the tools
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Unlike traditional deployment scripts that simply make API
calls, Stitch produces declarative specifications of the desired
application and the available physical infrastructure.

The specification shown in Figure 1 demonstrates this
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a replicated MySQL database [39], Memcached [17],
Spark [56], and ZooKeeper [26] – can be constructed with
simple function calls (see §2 for details). Operators wishing
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Geographical Distribution
Figure 4 shows a simple way an Stitch operator may instanti-

ate our WordPress example. In addition to the application spec-

1 (define cfg (list (ram 32 64) (cpu 4 8)
2 (sshkey "<elided>")))
3

4 (define db (mysql.New "db" 2))
5 (define zk (zookeeper.New "zk" 3))
6 (define spark (spark.New "spark" 2 4 zk))
7 (connect 7077 (hmapValues spark) (hmapValues db))
8

9 (define (makeLoc prvd rgn)
10 (list (provider prvd) (region rgn)))
11

12 (define (makePod name)
13 (let ((memcd (memcached.New (+ name "-mem") 1))
14 (wp (wordpress.New (+ name "-wp")
15 2 db memcd))
16 (hap (haproxy.New (+ name "-hap") 1 wp)))
17 (connect 80 "public" hap)
18 (list memcd wp hap)))
19

20 (define (deploy pod loc)
21 (makeList 16 (machine (role "Worker") cfg loc))
22 (place (machineRule "on" loc) pod))
23

24 (deploy (makePod "gce")
25 (makeLoc "Google" "europe-west1-b"))
26

27 (deploy (makePod "azure")
28 (makeLoc "Azure" "Central US"))
29

30 (let ((loc (makeLoc "Amazon" "ap-southeast-2"))
31 (nodes (append (makePod "aws") zk
32 (hmapValues db)
33 (hmapValues spark))))
34 (machine (role "Master") cfg loc)
35 (deploy nodes loc))
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Stitch
• Lisp (Scheme) 

– Variables 
– Arithmetic 
– Functions 
– Modules 

• Domain Specific Primitives



Stitch — Primitives
• Application Primitives 

– “docker”, “label”, “connect”, “place”, “setEnv” 
• Infrastructure Primitives 

– “machine” 
–  “role”, “provider”, “region”, “ram”, “cpu”, “size”
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Stitch — Primitives

spark-master: quilt/spark

 spark-worker: [ 10 quilt/spark ]
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Goals
• Simple 
• Robust 
• Portable
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• Import Infrastructure Spec 
• Update Cluster 
• Cloud Provider Plugins 

– Amazon EC2 
– Google Compute Engine 
– Microsoft Azure

Infrastructure Controller

Cluster
AWS Azure

Foreman

DatabaseEngine

VM
AWS

GCE

VM VM
Azure

VM VM
GCE

VM



Cloud Provider

• Boot, Stop, List 
• Network Reachability 
• Application Agnostic



• Virtual Machines Running … 
• Application Containers 
• Open Virtual Network 

– SDN Overlay 
• Infrastructure Agnostic

Quilt Cluster



Unsolved Problems
• Application Configuration 
• Container Security 
• State 
• External Services
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Related Work
• Container Orchestrators 

– Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, Mesos, Nomad 
– No explicit application specification 
– No tight network firewall 

• Quilt is a policy layer above these systems



Related Work
• Docker Compose / Kubernetes Helm 

– Declare Groups of Containers to Boot 
• Static Data Serialization Format 

– Poor modularity 
• Missing network graph
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Stitch: New Domains
• Security policy 

– Key Management 
– User Management 

• Data 
• Application Configuration



Stitch Analysis
• Verification 

– Stitch specifies app entirely 
– Simpler to verify than deployed systems 

• Reachability 
• Availability



Summary
• Portable Application Deployment 
• Strict Network Security 
• Modular, Shareable, Reusable Specifications 
• In Future — Formal Analysis
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